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Linguistic labels (e.g., “chair”) seem to activate visual properties of
the objects to which they refer. Here we investigated whether
language-based activation of visual representations can affect
the ability to simply detect the presence of an object. We used
continuous ﬂash suppression to suppress visual awareness of familiar objects while they were continuously presented to one eye.
Participants made simple detection decisions, indicating whether
they saw any image. Hearing a verbal label before the simple detection task changed performance relative to an uninformative cue
baseline. Valid labels improved performance relative to no-label
baseline trials. Invalid labels decreased performance. Labels affected both sensitivity (d′) and response times. In addition, we
found that the effectiveness of labels varied predictably as a function of the match between the shape of the stimulus and the
shape denoted by the label. Together, the ﬁndings suggest that
facilitated detection of invisible objects due to language occurs at
a perceptual rather than semantic locus. We hypothesize that
when information associated with verbal labels matches stimulus-driven activity, language can provide a boost to perception,
propelling an otherwise invisible image into awareness.
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o what extent is awareness of a visual stimulus affected by
factors outside of vision? Although any number of nonvisual
factors can affect where one attends and thus what one is aware
of, some have argued that the contents of visual perception are
impenetrable to outside inﬂuences (e.g., ref. 1). However, there
is growing evidence suggesting that information outside the
visual modality can change what one sees (e.g., appropriately
timed sounds can qualitatively change visual percepts) (2, 3).
Here we demonstrate that auditory linguistic labels can affect
not just what one sees (a process that likely involves some degree
of higher-level interpretation) but whether one sees something.
For example, we demonstrate that an otherwise invisible kangaroo can be boosted into visual awareness by language.
The idea that “higher”-level processes such as word-recognition can inﬂuence “lower”-level processes presents challenges for
strictly feed-forward models of cognition and perception but is
consistent with interactive-activation accounts, which posit that
neural processing is intrinsically interactive (4–6): sensory
input signals are only a part of what drives “sensory” neurons,
“. . .processing stages are not like assembly line productions,
[and later processing can inﬂuence earlier processing]” (7). Such
interactive-activation accounts explain otherwise counterintuitive
ﬁndings, such as the word-superiority effect (e.g., ref. 6) and
changes to visual processing due to contextual information (8,
9) (this process of constraining lower levels of processing by
higher levels is by no means unique to vision; e.g., see ref. 10 for
review of interactive processes in speech perception).
Understanding the relationship between vision and language is
important for several reasons. First, it speaks to the modularity
thesis, one formulation of which speciﬁcally describes language
and vision as independent modules (11). On this account, processes in one domain do not inﬂuence processes in the other.
Although there are numerous demonstrations of such inﬂuences
(refs. 12–14 for reviews), there continues to be controversy concerning the extent to which visual representations are “penetrable” by factors outside of vision. Rather than showing effects on
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visual awareness per se, most existing demonstrations concern
subtle changes to certain qualities of the visual experience, or can
be attributed to interpretive or decision biases (1, 15–18). A
second reason for understanding the relationship between language and vision is that humans live in a linguistic world, with
much of human behavior guided by language. Despite the ubiquity of language, the extent to which its effects on behavior include changes to ongoing perceptual processing rather than solely
to higher-level decision processes is still largely unexplored. Finally, an improved understanding of interactions between language and perception clariﬁes and constrains theorizing about
cases when learning and using different languages should or
should not affect perceptual processing (e.g., refs. 19–21).
Verbal labels have been shown to affect performance on visual
search tasks, in which completely redundant verbal labels seem
to exaggerate perceived differences between targets and distractors (22, 23). Lupyan and Swingley (24) likewise showed that
actually saying a label affected visual search performance over
and above simply knowing what to search for. In tasks requiring
identiﬁcation of the direction of moving dots, performance was
worse after hearing a direction-incongruent verb (25), and simply
imagining or hearing a story about motion can produce motion
aftereffects (26). Conversely, lexical decision times for motion
words increased in the presence of congruent visual motion and
decreased with incongruent motion (27), suggesting bidirectional
inﬂuences between linguistic and visual–motion processing. Similar demonstrations have been shown in the domain of contrast
sensitivity (28) and face processing (29).
Combined, these results suggest that words rapidly and automatically activate visual properties of the entities to which they
refer, and the effects of words on perception arguably stem from
their activating representations that overlap with those used in
visual processing. However, an alternative interpretation is that
the effects of words occur at a postperceptual decision or semantic level. According to this interpretation, words and semantic
information may affect participants’ judgments about a perceptual
experience or their memory of a perceptual experience rather
perception itself (1, 30). Furthermore, it is difﬁcult to distinguish
perception from perceptual identiﬁcation (e.g., object recognition), the latter of which is itself a higher-level process affected
by knowledge and experience (31, 32). A stronger test of the hypothesis that top-down cues more broadly and language more
speciﬁcally can modulate a fundamental aspect of perception is to
determine whether such top-down signals can make the difference
between seeing and not seeing something, that is, alter visual
awareness—a fundamental aspect of perception.
An effective approach for studying top-down inﬂuences on
perception is to keep visual stimulation constant while manipulating the top-down inﬂuence that is hypothesized to augment
the perceptual process in question. Any differences in perception due to stimulus-driven processes can then be ruled out. In
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a previous study that examined effects of verbal labels on
detecting the presence of visual stimuli, participants performed an object-detection task for brieﬂy presented backward-masked letters that were preceded by auditory labels
(e.g., “emm”) (33). The authors found that hearing the letter
name improved simple detection of the corresponding letters
compared with hearing noise or irrelevant words. However,
a postperceptual account can still explain these ﬁndings because backward-masking, although effective in impairing recognition, does little to reduce bottom-up visual processing
(e.g., refs. 34 and 35), and unseen backward-masked stimuli
can still be processed semantically as measured by semantic
priming; there are even reports of subliminal cross-linguistic
priming (36)—clear evidence that backward-masked primes
are processed at a semantic level (ref. 37 for review).
Therefore, it is imperative to demonstrate top-down inﬂuences
on visual awareness using a technique that suppresses explicit
visual awareness while also suppressing semantic processing. One
way to achieve this is through interocular rivalry. By presenting
different stimuli to the two eyes, the stimuli compete and the
same retinal input can give rise to different conscious percepts.
Which percept gains dominance is determined by numerous visual aspects of the stimulus, such as contrast, contour density,
luminosity, size, eccentricity, etc. (ref. 38 for review), but importantly, there is strong evidence that the percept of which the
subject is unaware receives minimal if any semantic processing
(addressed further in Discussion and SI Results and Discussion,
Semantic Processing of Images Made Invisible by CFS). A version
of interocular rivalry particularly well suited for examining visual
awareness is continuous ﬂash suppression (CFS). In CFS, an
object is placed in interocular competition with high-contrast
noise patterns that alternate at ∼10 Hz, which acts to suppress the
stimulus from awareness for extended durations (39).
In the ﬁrst two experiments, we tested whether hearing a verbal
cue can make visible an otherwise invisible image, suppressed
through CFS, by measuring visual detection (using explicit selfreport, a basic measure of awareness; e.g., ref. 40). We reasoned
that if processing verbal labels activates perceptual representations that contribute to awareness, then hearing a label before
viewing a picture made invisible through CFS should change the
likelihood of actually seeing the picture. Valid labels, for example
the word “kangaroo” preceding a picture of a kangaroo, should
increase the likelihood of seeing the picture. Invalid labels should
decrease the likelihood. To further test the hypothesis that effects
of labels on visual detection occur owing to labels activating visual
features with which they are associated, in experiment 3 we examined whether the effectiveness of labels depends on the degree
of correspondence between the shape denoted by the label and
visual shape presented to the participants. We conclude that
language-based activation of visual representations can act as a
top-down “boost” to perception that, under some circumstances,
can propel an otherwise invisible image into awareness.

Fig. 1. (A) Stimulus creation using (CFS). (B) Basic procedure of experiments
1 and 2.

was reliably lower than after valid cues, t(19) = 2.74, P = 0.013,
but not reliably lower than on the baseline trials, t < 1 (Fig. 2A).
A signal detection analysis likewise showed a signiﬁcant effect of
cuing condition, F(2,38) = 4.93, P = 0.012 (Fig. 2B): d′ was
signiﬁcantly lower on invalid trials (M = 1.18) relative to valid
trials (M = 1.44), t(19) = 2.94, P = 0.008. Performance on the nocue baseline was intermediate (M = 1.32); pair-wise comparisons
between baseline and valid, and baseline and invalid were marginal. Cues had no effect on response criteria (Ps > 0.3).
An analysis of median RTs on correct-response trials mirrored
the hit-rate/false-alarm analysis. Verbal cues did not affect RTs
on object-absent trials, F(2,38) = 1.26, P = 0.29 (Fig. 2C) but
reliably affected RTs on object-present trials, F(2,38) = 6.49, P =
0.004. Relative to the no-cue baseline (M = 1,886 ms), valid cues
decreased RTs (M = 1,782 ms), t(19) = 2.41, P = 0.026. RTs after
invalid cues were considerably slower (M = 1,991 ms) than those
after valid trials, t(19) = 2.95, P = 0.008, and marginally slower
relative to the no-cue baseline, t(19) = 1.85, P = 0.08.
Object detection, measured both by detection accuracy and
RTs, was affected by verbal labels. Labels did not affect criteria,
false alarms, or RTs on object-absent trials, replicating earlier
results from a backward-masking paradigm (ref. 33; Discussion)
and supporting the hypothesis that labels provide a top-down
boost, which, under some circumstances, can propel an otherwise
invisible image into awareness. In the absence of a bottom-up
input to receive the boost (object-absent trials), the label has
no effect on detection rates. Although some of the differences
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Fig. 2. (A) Hit rates and false alarms, (B) detection sensitivity, and (C) response times for detecting objects suppressed through CSF in experiment 1.
Error bars show ±1 SEM with between-subject variance removed (74).
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and recognition of suppressed visual objects (Fig. 1A) by analyzing several dependent measures of image detection. First we
calculated detection accuracy in terms of hit rate and false
alarms and calculated a signal detection sensitivity measure (d′).
We also analyzed participants’ correct-trial reaction times (RTs).
The experimental design crossed object-presence (present, absent) and cue type [absent, valid, invalid (Fig. 2B)]. All factors
were within-subjects.
Overall, participants correctly detected 49.8% of the presented objects and false alarmed (responding “present” on object-absent trials) 15% of the time. Verbal cues had no effect on
false alarms, F < 1, but had a reliable effect on the hit rate,
F1(2,38) = 4.88, P = 0.013 (subject-based), F2(2,14) = 5.47, P =
0.018 (item-based) (Fig. 2A). Relative to the no-cue baseline
(M = 0.48), valid cues increased correct detection (M = 0.53),
t(19) = 2.52, P = 0.021. Detection after invalid cues (M = 0.46)

False Alarms

Experiment 1. We investigated the effect of cue type on detection
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Fig. 3. (A) Hit rates and false alarms, (B) detection sensitivity, and (C) response times for detecting objects suppressed through CSF in experiment 2,
which contained 160 separate objects in 40 categories, with each image
presented for a maximum of 6 s. Error bars show ±1 SEM with betweensubject variance removed (74).

Not surprisingly, effectiveness of CFS depends on stimulusdriven factors, such as size and contrast. The more signal there is,
the harder it is to suppress. Indeed, using a very coarse measure
of signal strength (the number of pixels per image), we ﬁnd that
hit rate is predicted by the number of pixels per image, r = 0.43,
b = 0.18, P = 0.006. If verbal cues provide top-down support for
detecting images, they may help override such purely stimulusdriven relationships. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4A, the relationship between physical size and detection rates was affected by the
cuing condition. Greater slopes indicate that detection rates increase more steeply with an increase in the size (in pixels) of the
suppressed image. The relationship is strongest for the no-cue
trials and decreases in the cuing conditions. This effect is clariﬁed in Fig. 4B, showing that when preceded by valid labels, detection for images containing the fewest pixels (e.g., music stand,
corkscrew, eyeglasses), which is very low in the no-cue condition,
is increased by the greatest degree. That is, labels are more
helpful for images with the weakest bottom-up signal.
In experiment 2, we drastically increased the number of stimuli,
with each image appearing just once, making stimulus-based
strategies ineffective. Verbal cues still affected the likelihood of
seeing suppressed images. Although the 6-s stimulus duration
improved overall performance, on almost 30% of the trials participants waited the full 6 s before responding, highlighting the
depth of suppression that can occur with the present method. As
shown in Fig. 4A, valid cues reduced the dependence of detection on physical properties such as size/density, which, without
valid cues, are highly predictive of suppression efﬁcacy.
Experiment 3. Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrated that labels affect detection of suppressed visual stimuli. To test whether this
effect occurred because of labels activating visual features with
which they are associated, in experiment 3, we parametrically
varied the overlap between the shapes associated with the label
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Experiment 2. In experiment 1, only eight labels and eight unique
objects were presented to participants (Table S1; each image was
presented 40 times). This leaves open the possibility that, particularly later in the experiment, on hearing a particular label,
participants may have shifted their attention, overtly or covertly,
to parts of space most likely to contain relevant visual information. To help rule out such object-speciﬁc strategies, we
replicated experiment 1 using more complex and variable images
(photographs from many categories, with multiple exemplars
from each). This introduced more uncertainty into the object
properties and also allowed us to investigate the effect of labels
on detecting naturalistic stimuli. Results for experiment 2 were
very similar to those for experiment 1 except for considerably
higher overall performance, presumably due to longer display
time (6 s vs. 1.5 s) (Fig. 1B). Overall hit rates were 80.2% and
false alarms 3.7%. As in experiment 1, verbal cues had a reliable
effect on hit rates, F1(2,38) = 5.47, P = 0.008 (subject-based),
F2(2,78) = 6.30, P = 0.003 (item-based) (Fig. 3A), but not false
alarms, Fs < 1. Hit rates on valid trials (M = 0.82) were greater
than on invalid trials (M = 0.75), t(19) = 2.98, P = 0.008. A signal
detection analysis showed a marginal overall effect of cuing
condition, F(2,38) = 2.71, P = 0.079 (Fig. 3B), but the overall
pattern was very similar to that in experiment 1: signiﬁcantly
greater sensitivity on valid (M = 3.11) than invalid trials (M =
2.80), t(19) = 2.56, P = 0.019, with a smaller (and this time
marginal) difference between valid and no-cue trials (M = 2.89),
t(19) = 1.89, P = 0.08, and a nonreliable decrease in sensitivity
for invalid trials, t < 1. There were no differences in criterion
using either c or log(β), t < 1. In sum, recognition responses
revealed a pattern very similar to that in experiment 1.
Analysis of median RTs showed no effect on object-absent
trials, F < 1, but a robust effect on object-present trials, F(2,38) =
7.75, P = 0.002 (Fig. 3C). Relative to the no-cue baseline (M =
3,163 ms), valid cues decreased RTs (M = 2,735 ms), t(19) =
2.71, P = 0.014. RTs after invalid cues were considerably slower
(M = 3,366 ms) than those after valid trials, t(19) = 3.84,
P = 0.001, although not reliably slower than the no-cue baseline,
t(19) = 1.20, P = 0.243.
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between the baseline and cuing conditions were marginal, we
were primarily interested in the main effect of cuing and the
critical comparison between valid and invalid cues—both of
which were consistently reliable, showing the power of cuing
despite identical visual inputs in the three conditions.
In addition to affecting detection rates, verbal labels also affected recognition responses as tested by veriﬁcation prompts
shown when participants claimed to see an object. When asked
whether the image was, for example, a zebra, participants were
more likely to respond “yes” on valid trials (i.e., when they heard
the word “zebra”) than on no-cue baseline trials, Mno-cue = 0.69,
Mvalid-cue = 0.88, t(19) = 4.03, P = 0.001, and marginally less
likely to respond “yes” on invalid trials (M = 0.55) than on nocue trials, t(19) = 1.94, P = 0.07. The simplest explanation for
these results is a bias to interpret an otherwise indeterminate
image as matching a previously heard label. This interpretation
also receives support from false-alarm trials. When participants
were asked if the (nonexistent) image they “saw” was a zebra,
they were much more likely to respond “yes” when they previously heard the word “zebra” than when they did not, Mno-cue =
0.36, Mvalid-cue = 0.80, t(15) = 3.98, P = 0.001 (four participants
had no false alarms for valid/no-cue trials). Although such a bias
explanation is sufﬁcient to explain the effect of labels on recognition responses, it cannot explain how labels increased the
likelihood of detecting the mere presence of a stimulus.
A rarely noted property of CFS is that accuracy can improve
substantially over time, suggesting a kind of “learning to see”
takes place. In the present study the hit rate increased from 36%
in the ﬁrst 40 trials to 64% in the last 40 trials. Cuing effects
tended to become larger over the course of the experiment, but
these changes were not reliable.
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Discussion
Our ﬁndings show that language affects detection of invisible
objects. Hearing a valid verbal label helped participants become
aware of the mere existence of objects that were clearly presented to one eye but suppressed from awareness via CFS. In
contrast to valid labels, objects cued by invalid labels tended to
be less likely to be detected. A possibility left open by experiment
1 was that labels encouraged stimulus-speciﬁc shifts of spatial
attention. If true, increasing the variety of exemplars should have
attenuated or eliminated the cuing effects, but experiment 2
showed that it did not. In experiment 3 we further demonstrated
that the effects of labels on visual awareness are partially due to
labels activating shape information diagnostic of the category
denoted by the label. By parametrically varying the overlap in
shape between the label and object, we showed that labels
(“square” or “circle”) aided detection as a function of the tobe-detected object’s location on a square-to-circle continuum.
Together these results suggest that labels affect performance not
just on tasks requiring explicit identiﬁcation, categorization, or
discrimination of visual stimuli (e.g., refs. 22 and 25) but can
boost into awareness the presence of an object through a hypothesized top-down activation of visual properties diagnostic of
the object’s category.
The mechanism by which verbal labels affect visual sensitivity
for the named objects may involve a top-down retuning, similar to
the now-familiar ﬁndings of top-down attentional and task effects
throughout the visual hierarchy, from lateral geniculate nucleus
onward (refs. 41 and 42 for review). Although the neural loci of
the present effects are not known, one possibility is that processing
an object name initiates feedback activity to object-selective
regions of cortex such as inferotemporal cortex, producing a predictive signal or “head start” to the visual system (9, 43, 44). On
several theories of attention (e.g., biased competition theory of ref.
45), these predictive signals would enable neurons that respond to
the named object to gain a competitive advantage (see also refs. 46
and 47). Given feedback from object-selective cortical regions,
winning objects can bias earlier regions of visual cortex. A weak
bottom-up signal combined with the top-down signal produced by
the label may be sufﬁcient to propel the percept into awareness.
A possible alternative interpretation is that the labels affect
performance at a postperceptual semantic/decision level. On that
account, hearing “zebra” would activate an amodal semantic
representation that is also accessed by the visually presented (but
suppressed) image of a zebra, and the detection decision is made
on the basis of this amodal activation. This alternative depends
on the suppressed image receiving substantial semantic processing. However, existing evidence suggests that CFS (and
interocular suppression more broadly) seems to interfere with
visual processes occurring before semantic analysis of words (48,
49) and objects (50, 51); for example, interocularly suppressed
words and objects cannot prime subsequent processing of related
stimuli (52), and neurons in medial temporal cortex do not respond to images suppressed through CFS in humans (53) or
suppressed through binocular rivalry in monkeys (54).
PNAS | August 27, 2013 | vol. 110 | no. 35 | 14199
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*This hit rate is substantially higher than the 50% QUEST threshold to which the staircasing procedure was set because participants’ performance tends to improve during the
course of the experiment. The mean hit-rate for no-label trials during the start of the
experimental session (ﬁrst 20 trials) was not signiﬁcantly different from 50%, t < 1.
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and the shape actually shown, using the words “square” and
“circle” and using visual stimuli that varied on a square-to-circle
continuum.
Overall hit rates were 65.3% and false alarms 4.8%. Hit rates
on label trials were reliably higher (M = 0.68) than on no-label
trials (M = 0.63)*, F(1,9) = 10.53, P = 0.01, with no reliable
differences observed on target-absent trials, F(1,9) = 1.82, P =
0.21. The critical question, however, was whether the effect of
labels on stimulus detection reﬂected the degree of match between the label and shape. We hypothesized that labels would
progressively improve visual detection as the correspondence
between the label and the target’s shape increased, and decrease
detection rates as the label progressively mismatched the target.
To test the hypothesis we conducted a general linear model
(GLM) with hit rates as the dependent variable, cue (“square,”
“circle,” noise) as a dependent factor, and the place of the target
on the square-to-circle continuum as a covariate (11 levels). As
predicted, there was a reliable interaction between cue and target, F(2,18) = 7.70, P = 0.001. As shown in Fig. 5A, hearing the
word “square” tended to increase hit rates for the more square
stimuli, whereas hearing “circle” tended to increase hit rates for
the more circular shapes. (The interaction is reported for the full
continuum using place on continuum as a covariate. The 11shape continuum is collapsed into three categories in Fig. 5 for
ease of interpretation.) Planned comparisons showed that hearing
“square” helped to see the more square stimuli compared with
hearing “circle,” t(9) = 3.29, P = 0.009 [the comparison of “square”
to noise trials was marginally signiﬁcant, t(9) = 2.1, P = 0.07)].
Hearing “circle” helped detect the more circular stimuli both
relative to hearing “square,” t(9) = 3.09, P = 0.01, and hearing
noise, t(9) = 2.85, P = 0.02. Consider now the intermediate
stimuli. These shapes are not typical of circles or squares, but
they share visual properties with both (e.g., they have intermediate curvature and angularity). Consistent with the prediction that labels activate visual features diagnostic of the
denoted category, hearing either “square” or “circle“ prior to
seeing one of the intermediate shapes improved detection relative to the no-label noise trials, F(1,9) = 6.29, P = 0.03. As in
experiments 1 and 2, all the effects were observed for hit rates
with no effects on the (very low) false alarms.
A signal detection analysis mirrored the pattern of hits described above: detectability (d′) showed a highly reliable interaction between cue and the shape of the to-be-detected target,
F(2,18) = 10.63, P < 0.0005 (Fig. 5B). To obtain sufﬁcient data
from false-alarm trials for computing d′, the data were collapsed
into the bins shown in Fig. 5 before the signal-detection analysis.
Cues had no effect on criterion, as measured by logβ, F(2,18) =
1.20, P = 0.32. An analysis of RTs revealed no evidence of
a speed–accuracy tradeoff: slower responses correlated with
poorer performance. In contrast to experiments 1 and 2, RTs
were not affected by labeling, Mnoise= 1,340 ms, Mvalid = 1,353
ms, Minvalid = 1,429 ms, F < 1.
Using a parameterized shape continuum allowed us to test the
hypothesis that the effects of language on visual awareness stem at
least in part from the label activating shape information diagnostic
of the category. The results showed that the effect of the verbal
label on detection depended strongly on the match between shape
information, which we hypothesize to be activated by the label
(e.g., broad orientation tuning for circles) and the physical
properties of the stimulus (see SI Results and Discussion, Supplementary Analysis of Experiment 3 Detection Performance as
a Function of Distribution of Orientations and Figs. S1 and S2).

The sum of the evidence points to interocular suppression
affecting temporally and anatomically early processing (53–57).
Although several ﬁndings indicate that certain visual properties
of stimuli suppressed from awareness can nevertheless guide
spatial attention (58, 59), there is no clear evidence that stimuli
suppressed through CFS are processed semantically. We discuss
some caveats to this conclusion in the SI Results and Discussion,
Semantic Processing of Images Made Invisible by Continuous
Flash Suppression.
If the suppressed image does not reach semantic analysis, it is
unclear how its detection can be facilitated at this high level. We
therefore argue that the facilitation due to labels occurs at
a lower, perceptual level (although our results leave open the
question of where precisely in the visual system this interaction
occurs). One possibility is that the verbal cue activates visual
features typical/diagnostic of the cued category (ref. 13 for discussion). The combination of bottom-up and top-down information becomes sufﬁcient to propel the sensory input into
awareness. This mechanism can be thought of as a kind of category-based attention (23).†
In the case of simple geometric categories like squares and circle,
the tuning may be to orientation proﬁles. In the case of categories
like eyeglasses, the diagnostic features are more complex (ref. 61 for
a somewhat similar proposal).
Although we believe the present results suggest that labels
affect aspects of visual awareness by modulating perceptual
processes, an alternative is that linguistic cues direct attention to
a relatively late object representation that drives object-decision
responses. On this account, differences in reportability—the
currently accepted measure of explicit awareness (62)—may be
driven by differences in high-level activation without a corresponding change in subjective awareness. We cannot rule this
out, but if true, it is unclear how subjective awareness of perceptual states could be measured.
Putting aside the anatomical locus of CFS, the present results
show that language and vision interact to affect behavior in a basic
visual task—simple detection. If CFS disrupts visual processing at
an anatomically or temporally early stage and prevents higherlevel/semantic processing, then our ﬁnding that verbal labels can
help overcome this disruption can be taken to indicate that verbal
labels modulate low-level visual processing. If CFS disruptions
leave initial processing unaffected, then our ﬁndings indicate that
this early processing, although necessary, is insufﬁcient for visual
awareness of stimuli suppressed through CFS.
It may seem maladaptive for vision to be so sensitive to input
from outside its “domain” (1, 11). On such modular formulations, the purpose of vision is to construct objective models
of the world—a process that would be disturbed if it could be
inﬂuenced by language (or other high-level factors, such as
desires or expectations). However, if we consider that the real
purpose of perceptual systems is to help guide behavior
according to incomplete and underdetermined inputs, and that
perception is at its core an inferential process (5, 9, 63–69), then
perception needs all of the help it can get. If tuning the visual
system can make it more sensitive to a class of stimuli or a perceptual dimension that is currently task-relevant, then having
a highly permeable perceptual system that allows for inﬂuences
outside vision, including language, can be viewed as highly
adaptive. Indeed it is perhaps this power of language to modulate processing on demand—from perception onward—that
makes it so effective in guiding behavior.
Methods
Stimuli. For experiment 1, we selected eight gray-scale line-drawings from
Rossion and Pourtois (70, see Table S1) on the basis of their high imageability
(Table S1 lists stimuli from experiments 1 and 2). CFS was implemented using
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Although Pylyshyn (1) explicitly excludes attentional effects as instance of cognitive
penetration of perception, contemporary theories of attention—both spatial and feature-based—point to attention itself as modulation of perceptual processes (60).
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anaglyph images (e.g., ref. 71): participants wore red/cyan glasses and viewed
stereograms containing a high-contrast red mask (∼9° × 9°) and—on objectpresent trials—a superimposed lower-contrast cyan object (Fig. 1A). Only the
object was visible to the right eye and only the mask to the left. The dynamic
mask comprised curved line segments, with frames randomly alternating at
10 Hz. Because similarity in spatial properties between stimuli and masks is
important for effective suppression of stimuli (72), line segments were used
to better mask the curvilinear character of the objects. Compared with the
more commonly used Mondrian rectangle masks, our line-segment masks
were more similar to the objects in terms of image directionality proﬁles
(computed using Fourier component analysis using Fiji). The root mean
squared (RMS) difference in orientation proﬁles was lower between the linesegment masks and the line-drawn stimuli, RMS = 0.033, than between
rectangle masks and stimuli, RMS = 0.044, t(7) = 7.20, P < 0.001, indicating
that the line-segment masks were a better match to the images than
the rectangular Mondrians [additional manipulation checks described in SI
Results and Discussion, Additional Experiments (Manipulation Check)]. Auditory
cues were volume-normalized object names recorded by a native Englishspeaker, with average duration ∼650 ms. A white-noise cue with the same
duration replaced a verbal cue for the baseline condition (e.g., ref. 22).
Experiment 2 was identical to experiment 1 except as noted. Images were
grayscale photographs from 40 object categories [e.g., “eyeglasses,” “mailbox,”
“tractor” (73) (see Table S1)]. There were four exemplars per category (160 separate images), and each image appeared only once. Compared with rectangular
Mondrian masks, the line-segment masks were again a better match to the
stimuli: RMSline-segment masks = 0.024, RMSrectangle masks = 0.027, t(159) = 4.71, P <
0.001. The mask/image combinations were now presented for 6 s, rather than 1.5 s.
In experiment 3, rather than using pictures of objects and animals, the tobe-detected stimuli comprised parametrically varying geometric shapes on
a continuum from a square to a circle. We used 11 shapes from the continuum,
spaced in 10% increments with the endpoints comprising a perfect square and
circle, respectively (Fig. 5). All shapes had equal areas and subtended ∼1.8° ×
1.8°. The auditory labels were the words “square,” “circle,” and a segment of
white-noise. All sounds were length- and volume-normalized.
Procedure. Experiments 1 and 2. For experiment 1, 20 participants with normal
or corrected-to-normal vision were recruited from University of Pennsylvania
in exchange for course credit or payment. Twenty different students from
University of Pennsylvania and University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW Madison) participated in experiment 2.
We used a 2 (object presence) × 3 (cue type) within-subject design. Suppressed images were presented on a random 50% of the trials (object-present
trials); the remaining 50% contained only the masks (object-absent trials).
Half of all trials were preceded by verbal labels, which matched the object on
object-present trials 80% of the time. This design ensured that labels were
not predictive of object presence. Each participant completed 320 trials.
Each trial began with a 500-ms ﬁxation cross followed by a cue (label or
noise), and 450 ms later the stimulus (mask or object + mask) was displayed for
up to 1.5 s in experiment 1 and 6 s in experiment 2, although participants were
instructed to respond as soon as they detected an any object within the mask
or were sure that an object was absent. If no response was received within the
time allotted, an object-presence prompt was shown until a response was
received (Fig. 1B). If participants thought an object had been present, a followup question asked what object they thought they saw (e.g., “Was the object
you saw a pumpkin?”). The label in the validity prompt always matched the
cue (if there had been a label) but was uncorrelated with whether any object
was actually presented. These validity prompts are not the focus of the analysis
but do allow us to look at the effects of labels on recognition bias.
Experiment 3. Ten undergraduate psychology students from UW Madison
participated for course credit. One participant was excluded for having an
excessively high false alarm rate (2.75 SDs above the mean) and was replaced.
The design was analogous to that of experiments 1 and 2, with several key
differences. Instead of using anaglyph glasses, we used liquid crystal display
active shutter glasses (Nvidia 3D vision) such that the masks were shown only
to the left eye and the to-be-detected shapes to the right eye. Rather than
setting stimuli to the same level of contrast for each participant, the contrast
was estimated using a short (66-trial) QUEST staircasing procedure for each
participant at the start of the experiment. Each hit resulted in the contrast of
the to-be-detected shape decreasing slightly; misses resulted in a slight increase to the contrast such that the hit-rate converged on 50% (Weibull
function, δ = 0.01, γ = 0.03, linear steps). Each trial began with a ﬁxation cross
for 800–1,000 ms, followed by ﬂashing masks, and on target-present trials,
a random shape from the square-to-circle continuum. The stimulus/mask
display was present up to 6 s, as in experiment 2. Because we were primarily
interested in the target-present trials (recall that there were no theoretically
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procedure. Labels were presented on 50% of the trials and were evenly split
between the words “circle” and “square,” resulting in a perfectly counterbalanced design. As in experiments 1 and 2, the word cues were completely uncorrelated with stimulus-presence. The words were now also
completely uncorrelated with stimulus type: participants were equally
likely to hear the words “square,” “circle,” or a noise sound before any of
the shapes along the square-to-circle continuum. Each participant completed 264 experimental trials.
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interesting effects on target-absent trials), the proportion of target-present
trials was increased to 67%. Unlike experiments 1 and 2, there was no followup question after “present” responses asking to conﬁrm what the subjects saw.
After this staircasing procedure, participants were informed that they
would hear words or other sounds at the start of each trial. The experimenter
emphasized that the words/sounds were not predictive of whether there is
a shape presented in the subsequent display. Stimulus contrast for all stimuli
in the experiment was set to the ﬁnal estimate produced by the staircasing

